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Fixed-probe-level temporal masking curves~TMCs! were obtained from normal-hearing listeners at
probe frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz. The short probe tones were fixed in level~;10-dB
SPL!. The level of the preceding forward masker was adjusted to obtain masked threshold as a
function of the time delay between masker and probe. TheseisoresponseTMCs were obtained for
an on-frequency masker, where the masker frequency~Fm! and probe frequency~Fp! were the same,
and for an off-frequency masker below the probe frequency (Fm50.6Fp). Slopes of off-frequency
TMCs for probe tones at 250–1000 Hz were steeper than those for probe tones between 2000 and
4000 Hz, supporting the notion that response growth for Fm50.6Fp at lower probe frequencies is
not linear. Therefore, a group average off-frequency TMC slope, for probe frequencies between 2
and 4 kHz, was used to calculate response growth at every probe frequency. Input/output response
growth curves were derived from the TMCs, and response growth rates were calculated as a function
of the masker level in individual ears. At any particular probe frequency, response growth rates
varied with input level, from near 1.0 at low input levels, to,0.2 at mid levels, and back to near
1.0 at levels above 80-dB SPL. It was concluded that compression is equally strong at low and high
frequencies as it is at mid frequencies. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The normal auditory system exhibits strong nonlinea
ties that are associated with excellent sensitivity and sh
tuning. These nonlinearities are thought to originate in
outer hair cells of the cochlear partition. Physiological me
sures indicate that strong nonlinearities exist in basilar m
brane motion~Rhode and Robles, 1974; Robleset al., 1986;
Murugasu and Russell, 1995; Ruggeroet al., 1997; Russell
and Nilsen, 1997; Rhode and Recio, 2000! as well as in the
growth of the neural response~Yates, 1990; Yateset al.,
1990; Cooper and Yates, 1994!. These nonlinearities appea
to vary with position along the cochlear partition, with stro
ger nonlinearities in the base of the cochlea, which is exc
most easily by high frequencies, than in the apex of the
chlea, which is sensitive to low frequencies. Although ve
few direct measurements of basilar membrane motion h
been made in the apex~Cooper and Rhode, 1995; Rhode a
Cooper, 1996; Khanna and Hao, 1999; Zinnet al., 2000!,
inferences from neural responses suggest that the nonlin
ties in the apex are less strong~Cooper and Yates, 1994!.
Psychophysical evidence also suggests that cochlear no
earities are dependent upon the frequency region at w
they are measured~for review, see Hicks and Bacon, 1999a!.
Some of that evidence includes attempts to specify respo
growth rates from slopes of nonsimultaneous mask
growth functions ~Moore et al., 1999; Hicks and Bacon

a!Send correspondence to David A. Nelson, Ph.D., U/M Clinical Psych
coustics Lab., 38286 Kost Trail, North Branch, Minnesota 55056-67
Phone: ~651! 674-4224; fax: ~651! 674-4224; electronic mail:
dan@umn.edu
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1999a; Hicks and Bacon, 1999b; Plack and Oxenham, 20!.
The results suggest that response growth rates are depe
upon the frequency region in the cochlea, with stee
growth rates reflecting nonlinearities that are less strong
lower characteristic frequencies.

Nelson et al. ~2001! demonstrated that the slope-rat
procedure, based on forward-masking growth functions
tained in quiet, may be influenced by the spread of excitat
toward higher frequencies. The influence can be greater
an off-frequency masker than for an on-frequency mas
Furthermore, the effects of that spread of excitation may v
with frequency region. Consequently, Nelsonet al. devel-
oped a new procedure for estimating response growth f
isoresponse Temporal Masking Curves~TMCs!,1 which they
demonstrated, are not significantly affected by the sprea
excitation toward higher-frequency regions. TMCs descr
the masker levels required to just forward mask a fixed-le
probe tone as a function of the time delay between
masker and the probe~Nelson and Freyman, 1987!. The
TMC requires a constant response at the output of an a
tory filter, which produces a constant amount of forwar
masked threshold shift~masking! at the probe frequency. Th
input level to that filter is adjusted to maintain the requir
response as a function of the time delay between the ma
and probe. A fixed-level probe tone is chosen at some
quency and the masker level, at some masker frequenc
adjusted until sufficient forward masking is produced to ju
mask the probe. As time delay is increased, the amoun
forward masking decreases, therefore the masker level~input
to the auditory filter! must be increased to maintain the sam
amount of forward masking. The procedure derives inp

-
.
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output response growth curves from the slopes of TMCs
off-frequency and on-frequency maskers. Response gro
rates and compression exponents are then calculated
those input/output curves, as a function of masker level.

The rationale behind their procedure is as follows: T
masker level required to forward mask a probe tone with
on-frequency masker(Fm5Fp), depends both upon the re
covery from forward masking that occurs at the prob
frequency placeand upon the peripheral compression th
exists at the probe-frequency place. By way of contrast,
masker level required to forward mask a probe tone with
off-frequency masker(Fm<0.6Fp) dependsonly upon the
recovery from forward masking that occurs at the pro
frequency place. This is because the off-frequency mas
which is nearly an octave below the probe frequency, p
sumably has a linear response at the probe-frequency p
in the cochlea~Yates, 1990; Yateset al., 1990; Ruggero,
1992; Nelson and Schroder, 1997; Oxenham and Pl
1997; Ruggeroet al., 1997; Moore and Oxenham, 199
Rhode and Recio, 2000!. Therefore, the ratio of the recover
slopes for the off-frequency masker and the on-freque
masker, given the same change in time delay, reflects
additional masker level required in the on-frequency cas
overcome cochlear compression and produce the s
amount of forward masking. Thus, the ratio of masker le
changes for off-frequency and on-frequency maskers a
function of time delay, provides an estimate of respon
growth at the probe frequency, which is governed by
chlear compression. A critical assumption for this method
estimating compression is that the response to an
frequency masker is linear at the probe frequency place.
cently, that assumption has been questioned. Forward m
ing results that did not rely on this assumption suggest
compression is relatively independent of frequency reg
~Lopez-Povedaet al., 2003; Plack and Drga, 2003; Plack an
O’Hanlon, 2003!.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the dep
dence of off-frequency TMC slopes on probe frequency
gion, to obtain compression estimates at different freque
regions using the Nelsonet al. ~2001! procedure, and to
compare those estimates with previous psychophysical
mates of peripheral nonlinearity.

II. METHODS

TMCs were obtained for a masker frequency at (F
5Fp) and below (Fm50.6Fp) a probe frequency. Probe fr
quencies were 250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6
or 8000 Hz. Masker and probe durations were 200 and 20
at peak amplitude, respectively. All stimuli had 10 ms rais
cosine rise and decay times. During each test session, d
times~between masker offset and probe offset! were tested in
the following order: 42, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 1
130, and 140 ms. A minimum 2 ms temporal separation~for
the 42 ms delay time! between masker offset and probe on
~each at 10% of peak amplitude! was used in order to mini
mize physical interactions between masker and probe.
each delay time, the probe was fixed at a level that w
approximately 10-dB SL and the masker level was adjus
adaptively to reach the masked threshold for the probe.
2222 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D
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Pure tones for the masker and probe stimuli were p
duced and gated digitally by Tucker Davis Technolog
~TDT! D–A converters, routed separately through progra
mable attenuators, added together in an active mixer,
presented monaurally through a TDH-49 earphone moun
in an MX/AR-1 cushion. Subjects were seated in a doub
walled sound-treated booth and conveyed their response
the computer by pressing buttons on a custom respo
panel.

A three-interval forced-choice~3IFC! adaptive proce-
dure was used to estimate the masker level needed to
mask the fixed-level probe tones and to measure abso
sensitivity thresholds. During each 3IFC trial, a subject w
presented with three observation intervals demarcated
lights. The masker was presented in all three intervals
the probe was presented in only one, randomly selected
terval. The subject indicated which interval contained t
probe stimulus by pressing one of three response butt
after which the correct-answer feedback was given.

Masked thresholds were determined using a transform
up–down adaptive procedure. During the first four level
versals, a relatively large step size of 8 dB and a sim
up–down stepping rule were used to move into the tar
masker-level region. Then a 2-dB step size was used for
next two reversals, again with a simple up–down stepp
rule. A 2-up, 1-down, stepping rule, still with the 2 dB ste
size, was then followed for the final six reversals to estim
the masker level corresponding to 71% correct detection
the probe~Levitt, 1971!. Masked threshold was estimated
the mean of the masker levels for the final six reversals. T
final data points were based on the average of three or m
such thresholds. Standard deviations for the final means w
typically under 3 dB. Absolute thresholds for all probes a
maskers and for the audiometric frequencies were obta
using a similar 3IFC adaptive procedure that concluded w
a 2-down, 1-up stepping rule for the last six level reversa
Final thresholds for the probes and maskers were estim
in the same manner, as were the masked thresholds.
audiograms were based on one threshold estimate.

Two groups of subjects participated in these expe
ments. Group I consisted of five normal-hearing subje
who were tested at each of six probe frequencies~500, 1000,
2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz!. Their data were used to
evaluate the frequency dependence of off-frequency T
slopes (Fm50.6Fp), and to obtain a group average o
frequency TMC slope that could be used to calculate co
pression at all probe frequencies. Group II consisted of n
additional normal-hearing subjects who were tested at on
more probe frequencies that were either 250, 500, 750, 1
6000, or 8000 Hz. The average off-frequency TMC slo
from Group I was used to calculate compression from
data for each member of Group II. All subjects had absol
thresholds that were 15 dB HL or better~ANSI, 1996! for
octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz and at all p
and masker frequencies. All subjects received several h
of practice on forward-masking tasks before data collect
commenced.
. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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FIG. 1. Temporal masking curves~TMCs! from a normal-hearing subject KSA~R!. Each curve shows the masker level required to forward mask a fi
;10-dB SL probe tone, as a function of the time delay between masker offset and probe offset. Error bars indicate one standard deviation above
each mean masked threshold. Each panel shows on-frequency (Fm5Fp) and off-frequency (Fm50.6 Fp) TMCs ~black squares and shaded triangle
respectively!. The black curves are three-segment exponential fits to the on-frequency data. The shaded curves are single-segment exponentia
off-frequency data. The dashed curve shows the average off-frequency TMC for probe frequencies from 2–4 kHz in this subject$ave TMC~off!%. Where the
slope of a TMC is steeper than the slope for the ave TMC~off!, the assumptions underlying the analysis procedures proposed later, indicate that comp
exists.
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III. RESULTS

A. Fixed-probe-level „isoresponse … TMCs

TMCs obtained at six probe frequencies from one of
normal-hearing listeners in Group I are shown in Fig. 1. R
sults for this listener exhibit the general effects seen in al
the subjects. The on-frequency TMCs~black squares! tend to
reveal a trisegment shape. Slopes are gradual at low ma
levels~short time delays!, steeper at mid masker levels~me-
dium time delays!, and gradually sloped again at hig
masker levels~longer time delays!. The off-frequency TMCs
~gray triangles! maintain a relatively constant slope at a
masker levels~all time delays!.

Using the procedures introduced by Nelsonet al.
~2001!, the relative slopes of on-frequency and off-frequen
TMCs can be used to estimate compression as a functio
input level. Based on the assumption that the off-freque
masker has a linear response at the probe frequency
slope of the off-frequency TMC reflects only the recove
from forward masking. As time delay increases, the o
frequency masker must be increased to account for m
recovery from forward masking. Usually, with the Nelso
et al. ~2001! procedure, the off-frequency TMC is fit~least
squares! with a single exponential to provide a continuo
specification of TMC slope, as shown by the shaded cur
in Fig. 1. Plack and Drga~2003! suggest that at low prob
frequencies~250 Hz!, the off-frequency TMC is steeper tha
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at higher frequencies~4000 Hz!, and therefore, the off-
frequency TMC at low frequencies cannot be used to e
mate compression. One explanation for this is that comp
sion extends over a broaderrelative frequency region at low
frequencies than at high frequencies. Thus, the off-freque
TMC at low probe frequencies is still influenced by compre
sion. The compression, presumably, increases the TMC s
from what it would be without compression. The fitted o
frequency TMC curves in Fig. 1~shaded curves! for probe
frequencies at 500 and 1000 Hz appear to be steeper
those at higher probe frequencies. To assist this compari
the dashed line in each panel shows the average of the s
exponential fits to the off-frequency TMCs for the 2, 3, and
kHz probes obtained from this subject. For this subject, co
parisons of individual off-frequency TMCs at each probe f
quency~shaded curves! with the average off-frequency TMC
~dashed curves! indicates that off-frequency TMCs fo
probes at 500 and 1000 Hz are slightly steeper than those
probe frequencies at 2000 Hz and higher.

On-frequency TMCs~black squares!, in general, exhibit
a more complex function. It is assumed that recovery fr
forward masking is the same with an on-frequency maske
it is with an off-frequency masker. Therefore, if only reco
ery from forward masking influenced the on-frequen
TMC, then the on- and off-frequency TMCs would be par
lel but offset to reflect attenuation by the auditory filte
2223lson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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FIG. 2. TMCs from the five Group I subjects for probe frequencies at 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 kHz. The upper panels show the off-frequency conditions,
lower panels show the corresponding on-frequency conditions. Thegroupaverage off-frequency TMC$Ave ~2–4 kHz!%, shown in each panel by a solid blac
curve, was based on the average~across the five Group I subjects! of the off-frequency TMCs for probe frequencies from 2000–4000 Hz. This curve was
to derive input/output curves at all probe frequencies.
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Thus, the departure of the on-frequency TMC slope from
off-frequency slope reveals the effects of some other proc
operating on the masker. It is assumed that this proces
cochlear compression. As the time delay increases, not
must the masker level increase to account for more reco
from forward masking, but the masker must be increa
additionally to overcome the compression imposed on it. T
ratio of the slopes of the off-frequency and the on-freque
TMCs at any specific time delay should reveal the magnit
of compression imposed at that particular on-freque
masker level. To aid in the specification of the TMC slop
each of the on-frequency TMCs was fitted with three ex
nential curves. The fitting procedure was done manually
choosing the number of data points in each segment to m
mize differences between fitted and actual data points. H
ever, any fitting procedure that minimizes error would s
fice. In general, the fitted curves reveal low-level and hig
level segments that are nearly parallel to the off-freque
TMC. The mid-level segment has a steeper slope that refl
the most compression.

Figures 2 and 3 show the off-frequency and o
frequency TMCs obtained from all five subjects in Group
Each column of panels represents a different probe
quency. On-frequency TMCs are shown in the bottom row
panels in each figure. In general, most on-frequency TM
exhibit the trisegment form, with individual subject diffe
ences in the extent and slope of each segment. Off-freque
maskers are shown in the top row of panels in each fig
All of the off-frequency TMCs were well fit with a single
exponential. The solid black curve in each panel shows
2224 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D
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group average off-frequency TMC, averaged across all fi
subjects at probe frequencies from 2–4 kHz$Ave ~2–4
kHz!%. Notice that the individual off-frequency TMCs from
different subjects are well described by the group aver
off-frequency TMC curve, except at probe frequencies
500 and 1000 Hz. At these two probe frequencies, some
the individual curves would be better fit with a steeper fun
tion.

B. Slopes of off-frequency TMCs by probe frequency

Figure 4 shows the fitted off-frequency TMCs at diffe
ent probe frequencies, for each of the five subjects in Gr
I. Those TMCs are compared to theindividual average off-
frequency TMC for probe frequencies from 2000–4000 H
in each subject, which is shown by the solid curve$Ave
TMC ~Off!%. Each panel shows this comparison for a diffe
ent subject. Notice that the fitted TMCs at 500 and 1000
probe frequencies~unfilled symbols! are steeper than the fit
ted TMCs at higher probe frequencies~filled symbols!. This
is the case for four of the subjects. Subject ACS exhibi
off-frequency TMCs that had essentially the same slo
across probe frequency. Notice also that, for each subject
Ave TMC ~Off! function describes the off-frequency TMC
slopes quite well for probe frequencies above 1000 Hz.

From these comparisons, it is clear that fitted o
frequency TMCs for probe frequencies at 500 and 1000
are steeper than they are at higher probe frequencies
most subjects. This result suggests that off-freque
maskers for probe frequencies at and below 1000 Hz may
. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency



FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, but for probe frequencies at 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0 kHz.
h
ob
la re
exhibit linear response growth at the probe frequency. If t
is the case, then the off-frequency TMC slopes for the pr
frequencies at 500 and 1000 Hz cannot be used to calcu
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D. A. Ne
is
e
te

compression. As suggested by other investigators~Lopez-
Poveda et al., 2003; Plack and Drga, 2003!, the off-
frequency TMC slope from a higher-frequency region, whe
el is the
000
FIG. 4. Off-frequency TMCs (Fm50.6 Fp) are compared across probe frequencies in the five Group I subjects. The solid black curve in each pan
average off-frequency TMC at probe frequencies between 2000 and 4000 Hz$ave TMC~Off!% for each individual subject. Probe frequencies at 500 and 1
Hz, which exhibit steeper off-frequency TMCs, are shown by the open symbols.
2225lson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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FIG. 5. Input/output curves derived from off-frequency and on-frequency TMCs from subject KSA. On-frequency I/O curves are shown by black
Off-frequency I/O curves are shown by shaded triangles. Each panel shows derived I/O curves for a different probe frequency. Note that the ore
ordinate is 10 dB higher for the 500- and 6000-Hz data. The dotted curve in each graph shows a linear response growth rate (a51), where output (dB)
5a3 input (dB)1K ~an arbitrary constant to adjust the origin on the graph!. The solid curves are third-order polynomial fits to the I/O curves, the fi
derivatives of which were used to specify the response growth rate as a function of input level.
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the linearity assumption is more likely to be valid, can
used instead. For the determination of input/output cur
and compression characteristics that follow, we used
group average off-frequency TMC~shown by the solid
curves in Figs. 2 and 3! as the reference from which to ca
culate off- versus on-frequency TMC slope ratios th
specify compression as a function of the input masker le

C. Derived I ÕO curves and compression calculations

Compression was calculated from the TMCs in ea
subject using the procedures developed by Nelsonet al.
~2001!, except for the use of thegroup average 2–4 kHz
off-frequency fitted TMC instead of the off-frequency fitte
TMC (Fm50.6Fp) associated with each probe frequency.
illustrate this procedure, Fig. 5 shows input/output~I/O!
curves derived from TMCs for one of the Group I subje
~KSA!. Input levels are the masker levels corresponding
masked thresholds at different time delays, taken from
fitted on-frequency TMC~e.g., solid black curves in Fig. 1!.
Corresponding output levels are calculated as the chang
input level with time delay, multiplied by estimates of com
pression. The estimates of compression are usually spec
by the ratios between off-frequency and on-frequency fit
TMC slopes, for consecutive time delays~Nelson et al.,
2001!. However, given the rationale presented above,
groupaverage off-frequency TMC (Fp52 – 4 kHz) was used
2226 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D
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to calculate off- versus on-frequency TMC slope ratios. T
also allowed I/O curves to be calculated for the o
frequency conditions at each probe frequency. Thus, in F
5, a linear off-frequency I/O curve with a growth rate of 1
(a51) means that the off-frequency TMC for a particul
probe frequency had the same slope as thegroup average
2–4 kHz off-frequency TMC curve. Comparisons of th
shaded triangles in Fig. 5 with the dotted lines (a51) indi-
cate that off-frequency growth rates at 500 and 1000 Hz w
more gradual than at higher probe frequencies.

Our comparisons of off-frequency TMCs at differe
probe frequencies for Group I subjects revealed consis
differences in off-frequency TMC slopes only at 500 a
1000 Hz. Thus, it is likely that, at those two frequencies,
off-frequency masker response growth was not linear at
probe place, but was subjected to some compression.
effect of this compression is evident in Fig. 4, where t
fitted TMCs at 500 and 1000 Hz are steeper than theindi-
vidual average 2–4 kHz off-frequency TMCs in four out o
five subjects. This deviation was also apparent in the deri
I/O curves for the off-frequency maskers. For example,
Fig. 5, the effects of compression on off-frequency mask
are evident where the derived I/O curves for the o
frequency maskers~shaded triangles! depart from a slope of
1.0 ~dashed lines!.

The on- frequency I/O curves for subject KSA in Fig.
. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency



bjects. T
FIG. 6. Input/output response growth curves derived from TMCs~top row!, along with response growth rates calculated from the TMCs~bottom row! for the
five Group I subjects. Probe frequencies were 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. Calculations were made at fixed input levels~in 5 dB steps! in order to allow averaging
across subjects. Average values, indicated by open symbols, were only calculated at those input levels where data were available from all suhe
symbols used for the I/O curves in the top row also apply to the response growth rate functions in the bottom row.
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~black squares! revealed compression at all six probe fr
quencies. The general form of every on-frequency I/O cu
in this subject was similar, with relatively linear growth fo
low-level inputs, compressed growth for mid-level inpu
and more linear growth again for high-level inputs. To qua
tify the magnitude of compression as a function of inp
level, the derived I/O curves were fitted with a third-ord
polynomial. In this way the first derivative of the polynomi
could be used to specify growth rate~slope of the I/O curve!
as a function of input level.

D. Comparisons of I ÕO curves by frequency region

Similar procedures were applied to the TMCs obtain
from all subjects. Then, in order to describe the average
sult across subjects as a function of input level~dB SPL!, the
derived I/O curves for the on-frequency conditions were
calculated~in 5 dB steps! from the polynomial fits for each
subject using the same exact input levels. This facilita
comparisons among subjects at the same input levels
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D. A. Ne
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each probe frequency. It also allowed average I/O cur
across subjects to be calculated at each probe frequenc
facilitate comparisons of results across frequency regio
Those polynomial fits for the five Group I subjects are sho
in Figs. 6 and 7 for different probe frequencies.

The top row of panels in each figure shows t
polynomial-fitted I/O curves plotted in 5 dB steps. Averag
are shown by unfilled diamonds at each probe frequen
Different probe frequencies are shown in different colum
of panels. The bottom row of panels displays the first deri
tive of the I/O curves, which defines the response growth r
as a function of the input level for each subject. The respo
growth rate can be interpreted as the compression that e
at any specific input level. All of the growth rate curves a
U-shaped, indicating that compression varied continuou
with input level. Maximum compression~minimum response
growth rate! occurred at moderate input levels~60–70-dB
SPL!. More linear response growth rates were exhibited
lower and higher input levels.
2227lson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency



FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6, but for probe frequencies at 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz.
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Individual differences can be seen among subjects
some frequencies. Those individual differences tended to
larger at lower and higher levels, which can be seen m
easily in the U-shaped response growth-rate curves~the bot-
tom row of panels in Figs. 6 and 7!. The least variance acros
subjects occurred in the middle of the input-level ran
where compression was the strongest. The negative gro
rates at 4000 Hz for subject DYS~black squares with a
dashed line! were an artifact of the polynomial fitting proce
dure; there were no nonmonotonicities in the raw data of
derived I/O curve. The general trends at each probe
quency are summarized by the averaged group cur
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 by the unfilled diamonds. These
erages were only calculated at input levels where data
isted from all five subjects.

E. IÕO Curves from additional frequency regions

The studies by Hicks and Bacon~1999a!, Moore et al.
~1999!, and Plack and Oxenham~2000! suggested that the
amount of compression in the auditory system varies
pending on the frequency region of the cochlea. Howe
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the average minimum response growth rates from the Gr
I subjects did not appear to be particularly higher at 500
than at higher probe frequencies, as would be expecte
there were less compression at lower frequencies. Thu
became apparent that it would be useful to extend the cur
investigation of compression to lower and higher probe f
quencies than originally planned. Subsequently, data fr
other laboratories suggested that compression might be i
pendent of probe frequency between 250 and 8000 Hz. P
and Drga ~2003! obtained compression estimates in thr
subjects at 250 Hz, which were not different from those
4000 Hz. Lopez-Povedaet al. ~2003! obtained compression
estimates in three subjects at 8000 Hz, which were not
ferent from those obtained at lower frequencies.

Because the Group I subjects were not all available
testing at additional probe frequencies, a slightly differe
experimental design was implemented. Individual subje
were tested at one or more probe frequencies; no attempt
made to test each subject at all probe frequencies. The
sample included nine subjects, with 5, 7, 7, 6, 5 and 4 s
jects tested at probe frequencies of 250, 500, 750, 10
6000, and 8000 Hz, respectively. Instead of using o
. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency



bjects.
FIG. 8. Input/output response growth curves derived from TMCs~top row!, along with response growth rates calculated from the TMCs~bottom row! for
Group II subjects. Probe frequencies were 250, 500, 750, or 1000 Hz. Calculations were made at fixed input levels~in 5 dB steps! in order to allow averaging
across subjects. Average values, indicated by open diamonds, were only calculated at those input levels where data were available from all suThe
symbols used for the I/O curves in the top row also apply to the response growth rate functions in the bottom row.
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frequency TMCs at each probe frequency, thegroupaverage
2–4 kHz off-frequency TMC obtained from the Group I su
jects was used to calculate compression for these Grou
subjects. Although both off-frequency and on-frequen
TMCs were obtained from Group II subjects, the resu
shown here only include derived I/O curves and respo
growth curves based on the Group II individual on-frequen
TMCs and the Group I average 2–4 kHz off-frequen
TMC.

The off-frequency TMC slopes from Group II subjec
were similar to those obtained from Group I subjects. T
250 Hz off-frequency TMCs were steeper than at hig
probe frequencies, but an added complication was enco
tered with the very high masker levels required to forwa
mask 250 Hz probe tones. Because probe thresholds
higher at 250 Hz, the masker levels required to mask th
probe tones were also higher. Thus, masked thresholds
only the shortest time delays could be obtained before
ceeding the limits of the stimulus system at longer time
lays. Thus, even if the off-frequency TMC slopes for the 2
Hz probe had been as gradual as at higher probe frequen
the off-frequency TMC slopes for the 250 Hz probe wou
have been marginally useful for specifying compression.

Using the same graphical format as in Figs. 6 and 7, F
8 shows derived I/O curves and response-growth estim
obtained from Group II subjects, for probe frequencies
tween 250 and 1000 Hz. Essentially, the derived I/O cur
and response growth-rate curves for Group II behaved
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same as for Group I. As with the Group I subjects, all of t
growth-rate curves were U-shaped, indicating that comp
sion varied continuously with input level. Maximum com
pression~minimum response growth rate! occurred at mod-
erate input levels~60–70-dB SPL!; response growth rates a
lower and higher input levels were more linear. At the 2
Hz probe frequency, the I/O curves exhibited slightly high
output levels, which was due primarily to higher absolu
thresholds at 250 Hz than at the higher frequencies.
response-growth rates were just as steep as at higher p
frequencies, but the range over which strong compress
occurred was slightly smaller at 250 Hz than at higher f
quencies.

Figure 9 shows derived I/O curves and response gro
estimates obtained from the Group II subjects who w
tested at a probe frequency of 6000 or 8000 Hz. At th
high frequencies, I/O curves were similar to those obser
at lower probe frequencies, with near linear growth at lo
and high input levels and compressive growth at mid-in
levels. Response growth rate curves were U-shaped
maximum compression~minimum growth rates! at mid-
levels. One subject~KSA! was more sensitive at 8000 H
than the other three subjects, so data from that subject w
not included in calculation of the average curve shown
Fig. 9.

To compare results across frequency regions more
ily, the across-subject averaged results for Group I a
Group II subjects are replotted in Fig. 10. Several gene
2229lson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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findings are apparent in this figure. Output levels we
slightly higher at 250, 500, 750, and 6000 Hz probe frequ
cies ~top panels!, primarily because probe thresholds we
higher at these frequencies. Since the lowest output level
always the on-frequency masker level at the shortest t
delay~42 ms!, higher probe thresholds required higher pro
levels, which required higher masker levels. Compress
was the strongest~lowest response growth rates! for input
levels between 60- and 70-dB SPL, regardless of probe
quency. Strong compression was limited to a slightly sma
range of input levels at 250, 500, 6000, and 8000 Hz, wh
can be seen by their slightly narrower U-shaped respo
growth-rate functions~bottom panels!.

F. Comparisons of maximum compression by
frequency region

In order to compare compression across probe freque
regions, the minimum response growth rate, estimated ac
all input levels, was estimated for each subject at each pr
frequency~minimums in the growth-rate versus input-lev
curves in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9!. The average minimum re
sponse growth-rate~across subjects! then provides an esti
mate of the maximum compression seen at each probe
quency. Figure 11 shows the average minimum respo
growth rate for Group I subjects~unfilled squares! and Group
II subjects ~unfilled triangles! as a function of probe fre
quency.

An examination of the results in Fig. 11~unfilled squares
and triangles! indicates that the average minimum grow

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8, but for probe frequencies at 6000 and 8000
Subject KSA was not included in the average at 8000 Hz.
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rate does not vary noticeably across probe frequency reg
The average minimum growth rate at each probe freque
for Group I subjects~unfilled squares! varied between 0.10
and 0.20~see Table I!. A single-factor ANOVA of Group I
results showed that there were no significant difference
average minimum growth rates across probe frequencyp
.0.10). The average minimum growth rate at each pro
frequency from Group II subjects~unfilled triangles! varied
between 0.10 and 0.22~see Table I!. When the two groups
were combined, the average response growth rate range
tween 0.11 and 0.20 at different probe frequencies, wit
grand mean of 0.14 across subjects and probe frequen
~solid line in Fig. 11!. Regression analysis of the averag
minimum response growth rates yielded a nonsignific
trend across probe frequency (p.0.69; R250.02). Thus,
the average minimum growth rate appears to be indepen
of probe frequency. At its maximum along the I/O curv
compression is equally strong at all frequency regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study, that compression is re
tively constant across probe frequency regions, differs fr
some previous psychophysical estimates of compression
utilized on- versus off-frequency growth-of-masking slo

z.

FIG. 10. Across-subject average input/output response growth curves
rived from TMCs ~top panels!, along with average response growth rat
~bottom panels! calculated from the TMCs from Group I subjects~left pan-
els! and Group II subjects~right panels!. The parameter is probe frequenc
. A. Nelson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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ratios to estimate compression. The filled symbols in Fig.
show compression estimates obtained by previous inves
tions using nonsimultaneous masking~Moore et al., 1999;
Hicks and Bacon, 1999a; Plack and Oxenham, 2000!. There
are two obvious differences between those results and
current estimates. First, at all probe frequencies, the prev
estimates~shaded symbols! are larger than the current est
mates~unfilled symbols!, i.e., the previous methods undere
timated the strength of compression. Second, the prev
estimates become larger as probe frequency is reduced b
1000 Hz, i.e., the previous estimates indicated that comp
sion is less strong at lower probe frequency regions. The
effect is probably due to off-frequency listening. The seco
is probably due to an invalid assumption about linear
sponse growth for off-frequency maskers at low probe f
quencies. Our reasoning for these conclusions follows.

FIG. 11. The averageminimumgrowth rates~maximum compression! ob-
tained in the current experiment are shown by the unfilled squares~Group I!
and the unfilled triangles~Group II! as a function of probe frequency. Erro
bars are standard deviations about the mean values. Average mini
growth rate acrossall subjects and probe frequencies is shown by the s
line. Response growth rates estimated by Lopez-Povedaet al. ~2003! and by
Plack and Drga~2003! with similar TMC experiments are shown by th
unfilled diamonds and circles, respectively. These investigations used
frequency TMCs from high-frequency probes as a reference for estima
compression. Response growth rate estimates obtained fromslope ratios
between on-frequency and off-frequency nonsimultaneous-masking f
tions are shown by the shaded symbols. Slope ratios between on- an
frequency growth-of-forward-masking functions reported by Hicks and
con ~1999a! and by Mooreet al. ~1999! are shown by shaded squares a
shaded triangles, respectively. Slopes of growth-of-maskability pulsat
threshold functions~masker level versus probe level! from Plack and Oxen-
ham ~2000! are shown by shaded circles.
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A. Off-frequency listening effects

Previous estimates of compression shown in Fig. 11
volved the acquisition of growth-of-masking~GOM! func-
tions for nonsimultaneous masker and probe tones. Two
the investigations involved forward masking~Moore et al.,
1999; Hicks and Bacon, 1999a!, and one involved the pulsa
tion threshold~Plack and Oxenham, 2000!. These estimates
of compression were derived from GOM slope ratios for o
frequency and off-frequency nonsimultaneous mask
which were presented in a quiet background. The ration
for using this GOM slope ratio to estimate compression ca
from an experiment by Oxenham and Plack~1997!, in one
subject, in which they found that the GOM slope ratio
quiet was similar to the GOM slope ratio obtained in a ba
ground noise that masked off-frequency listening~Patterson
and Nimmo-Smith, 1980; O’Loughlin and Moore, 198
Yacullo and Abbas, 1986!. Presumably off-frequency listen
ing that affected the on-frequency GOM slope had a sim
effect on the off-frequency GOM slope. Thus, the ratio b
tween on-frequency and off-frequency GOM slopes evolv
as a psychophysical estimate of compression.

For these previous estimates of compression, both
masker level and probe level covaried in a quiet backgrou
either the probe level at masked threshold increased w
masker level~Hicks and Bacon, 1999a! or the masker level
at masked threshold increased with probe level~Mooreet al.,
1999; Plack and Oxenham, 2000!. When both masker and
probe level co-vary, off-frequency listening can dramatica
affect GOM slopes~Baconet al., 1999; Plack and Oxenham
2000; Nelsonet al., 2001!. This phenomenon has been co
firmed by the introduction of a high-pass noise above
probe frequency to restrict ‘‘listening’’ only to frequency re
gions near the probe frequency~Oxenham and Plack, 1997
Plack and Oxenham, 2000; Nelsonet al., 2001!. Specifically,
Nelsonet al. found that GOM slopes increased in the pre
ence of a high-pass noise, more so for an off-freque
masker than for an on-frequency masker. Compression
mates were based on the slope ratios between on-frequ
and off-frequency GOM functions, as was the case with
previous compression estimates noted above~Moore et al.,
1999; Hicks and Bacon, 1999a; Plack and Oxenham, 20!.
Compression estimates were underestimated~slope ratios
were larger! by about a factor of 2.3, when GOM function
were obtained in a quiet background that allowed o
frequency listening to take place~slope ratios of 0.26 and
0.35 from two subjects!, than when GOM functions were
obtained in a high-pass noise that restricted off-freque

um
d

ff-
g

c-
ff-
-

n-
roup
TABLE I. Average minimum response growth rates~and standard deviations! at different probe frequencies for two groups of normal-hearing listeners. G
I includes five subjects tested at each of six probe frequencies. Group II includes nine subjects tested at one or more probe frequencies.

Probe frequency

250 500 750 1000 2000 3000 4000 6000 8000

Group I (N55) 0.20 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.17
Stdev 0.055 0.060 0.046 0.061 0.061 0.060

Group II 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.22 0.13
Stdev 0.101 0.074 0.076 0.044 0.072 0.073
N5 5 7 7 6 5 3
2231lson and A. C. Schroder: Compression by level and frequency
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listening~slope ratios of 0.11 and 0.16! ~Nelsonet al., 2001!.
It is notable that the previous estimates of compress

at 1000 Hz and above, in Fig. 11, differ from the curre
estimates of compression, by a factor of approximately 2
Those previous estimates involved GOM functions in wh
both the masker and probe covaried, without any backgro
noise to restrict off-frequency listening. The current es
mates of compression were obtained with a technique
does not allow the probe level to vary, and thus is not infl
enced substantially by off-frequency listening. This was p
viously confirmed by Nelsonet al. ~2001! with TMCs ob-
tained in the presence of a high-pass noise. Th
comparisons strongly suggest that the underestimation
compression by a factor of about 2.5 by the previous inv
tigations was very likely due to off-frequency listening.

B. Linearity assumptions for off-frequency maskers

Regardless of issues relating to off-frequency listeni
the GOM slope ratio estimates of compression are stron
dependent on the off-frequency GOM slope. For example
compression affects the off-frequency masker respo
growth, at the on-frequency place, then the GOM slope
the off-frequency masker will be more gradual, and the s
sequent on- versus off-frequency GOM slope-ratio will
larger, which will be interpreted as less compression. Thi
essentially the result exhibited in Fig. 11 by the previo
estimates of compression across the probe frequency re
In two of the previous studies~Hicks and Bacon, 1999a
Plack and Oxenham, 2000!, response growth rates increas
with decreasing probe frequency for probe frequencies be
1000 Hz; in the other study~Moore et al., 1999!, response
growth rates decreased progressively as probe frequenc
creased from 6000 to 2000 Hz. These results are consis
with the idea proposed by Plack and Drga~2003! and Lopez-
Povedaet al. ~2003! that the masker response at the pro
frequency, for a fixed Fm/Fp ratio, is less linear at low
frequency regions. Thus, estimates of compression ta
from on- versus off-frequency GOM slope ratios appear
be less at low frequencies.

By way of contrast, the estimates of compression sho
by unfilled symbols in Fig. 11 did not change significan
with the probe frequency region. Compression estima
from the current study are shown by the unfilled squares
triangles. Similar data from Lopez Povedaet al. ~2003! and
Plack and Drga~2003! are shown by the unfilled diamond
and circles, respectively. The similarity was largely beca
neither estimate of compression depended upon the ass
tion of linear response growth for the off-frequency mask
at lower probe frequencies.

The average compression estimates obtained by Lo
Povedaet al. ~2003! and Plack and Drga~2003! ranged be-
tween 0.21 and 0.27, while the estimates from the curr
study ranged between 0.10 and 0.22 (average50.14). Their
compression estimates were independent of probe freque
as in the current study, but the compression estimates w
less strong~steeper response growth rates! than the current
estimates. The reason for this difference is most likely fou
in slight differences in the procedures used to estimate
sponse growth rates from derived I/O curves. For exam
2232 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004 D
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Lopez-Povedaet al.fitted their derived I/O curves with up to
three linear segments. The slope of a mid-range segment
used to estimate compression. The number of input lev
included in that mid-range segment varied among subje
but often included a wide range of input levels. By contra
the current procedure fitted derived I/O curves with a thi
order polynomial, which presumes that compression chan
continuously with input level, and allows one to calcula
compression continuously along the derived I/O cur
Specification of theminimumresponse growth rate with thi
procedure leads to more gradual slope estimates, largely
cause it does allow specification of local response gro
rates. Had the current study averaged local compression
a range of input levels, the amount of compression wo
have been less~larger response growth rates! and more in
line with estimates obtained by Lopez-Povedaet al. and
Plack and Drga~2003!. Regardless, all three studies foun
that their compression estimates were independent of
probe frequency region.2

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Response growth rates obtained with isoresponse TM
vary continuously with the input level from near linear
low levels, to highly compressive at mid-levels, to near l
ear again at high levels. Derived I/O curves are simi
across probe frequency regions from 250 to 8000 Hz, as l
as the average off-frequency TMC for high probe freque
cies ~2000–4000 Hz! is used to derive those growth rate
The minimum response growth rate~maximum compression!
tends to remain the same at all probe frequencies, but
range of input levels with strong compression is sligh
smaller at lower and higher frequencies. Compression e
mates obtained by some investigators, using slope ratios
tween on-frequency and off-frequency nonsimultaneo
GOM functions, underestimated maximum compression
addition, those studies also underestimated compressio
lower-frequency regions, largely because they relied on
assumption of linear response growth at the probe freque
for off-frequency maskers.
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